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Overview 

� Resolution B2 on recommended zero 
points for the absolute and apparent 
bolometric magnitude scales 

� Resolution B3 on recommended 
nominal conversion constants for 
selected solar and planetary 
properties 



History 
�  Working Group organized by Petr Harmenec & Andrej Prsa, 

supported by Divisions A and G  

�  2012-2015 triennium plan: draft IAU resolution on recommended 
nominal conversion constants for stellar & (exo)planetary astronomy 
(constants for parameters for Sun, Jupiter, Earth), address 
standardization of  bolometric magnitude scales and bolometric 
corrections (if  possible) 

�  Single resolution address both issues was too lengthy, decided to 
split into two draft resolutions (now #ed B2, B3) submitted to IAU 
Resolutions Committee March 2015 

�  Eric Mamajek, chair, March 2015  

�  Solicitation of  feedback and editing of  resolutions March-July 2015. 

�  Response has been very positive from IAU membership. Revisions 
have been minor. 



B3 nominal units: Motivation 
�  Some parameters related to stars and exoplanets can now be 

measured with sufficient precision that when their values are 
quoted in units related to Sun/Jupiter/Earth, the actual 
adopted unit value in SI may differ among authors (different 
choices of  “current best estimate”), leading to (unnecessary) 
systematic differences in quoted estimates. Effort led by 
eclipsing binary community (e.g. Harmanec, Prsa, Torres, 
etc.). 

�  Sun/Jupiter/Earth parameters are not secularly constant 
anyway, and their current best estimates are being improved 
over time (bouncing around within statistical limits – useful to 
pick reasonable, accurate values for use as standard rulers. 

�  Resolution B3 presents “nominal units” – this should not be 
interpreted as “current best estimates” (CBEs) – but usually 
these are rounded versions of  the CBEs. The nominal units are 
meant to be useful rulers for the foreseeable future.  



(Harmanec & Prsa, 2011, PASP, 123, 976)  



B2 bol mags: Motivation 

�  Bolometric magnitudes quoted by astronomers since at 
least 1920s, but no standardization of zero point. This 
has led to different bolometric magnitude and bolometric 
correction (BC) scales. Problem discussed at length by 
Bessell, Castelli, & Plez (1998), Torres (2010) 

�  Picking inconsistent combinations of BC scale and solar 
absolute magnitude can lead to systematic errors at 
~10% level. => systematic errors in luminosities, radii, 
ages, etc. Inexcusable in Gaia era of precise parallaxes!  

�  1997 effort led by R. Cayrel almost solved this – reached 
discussion by IAU Comms 25 & 36, but did NOT reach 
IAU GA vote.  



Bessell, Castelli, Plez (1998) 



Cayrel’s 1997 Proposed Resolution 
IAU COMMISSION 26 

IAU COMMISSION 35 



�  Unfortunately, Cayrel’s proposal was mostly 
ignored by community (judging by past 15 years of 
publications).  

�  The 1997 adopted solar luminosity is now 
obsolete (~0.5%, ~6σ too high compared to 
modern mean TSI) and majority of studies over 
past ~decade and a half adopt different Mbol than 
Cayrel’s value (most adopt 4.74 following Bessell
+1998 and Cox 2000 Allen’s Astrophysical 
Quantities 3rd Ed., *not* 4.75).  

�  As Cayrel’s definition is not in common use, the 
WG decided to follow Cayrel’s style for the 
definition, but modernize it using new TSI-derived 
nominal solar luminosity, and extend to apparent 
bolometric magnitude 



Bessell, 
Castelli,  
Plez  
(1998) 



Johnson V magnitude 
estimates for the Sun 

Most observed 
estimates are  
ancient. Plenty of 
recent synthetic 
photometry estimates. 
 
V(Sun) 
probably between 
-26.7 and -26.8 
 
Best to avoid tying 
any zero points 
to the solar Vmag 
or Mv (or any other 
bands for that matter) 



Bessell, 
Castelli,  
Plez  
(1998) 



“Nominal Units” recent example 
�  Recent example: astronomical unit – was tied to 

Gaussian constant, known only as accurate as 
GMSun. The au is/was not the semi-major axis of  
Earth-Sun orbit, nor mean Earth-Sun distance! 2012 
IAU resolution defined to be exact SI length:  
au=149,597,870,700 m. For astronomical purposes, 
it doesn’t matter that this value =/= exact semi-
major axis of  Earth’s orbit. Dynamicists will 
continue to refine GMSun, but with 2012 IAU 
resolution, the rest of  community can use the au as 
a conversion constant for a SI length that has no 
uncertainty.   



B3:Nominal Units 



B3 Footnotes 
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